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PhD Opportunities: Ph.D. Research Assistantships in Climate and
Agricultural Modeling (Rutgers University)

No Deadline
"We seek three motivated students to work on our projects to study the impacts of anthropogenic
stratospheric aerosols on climate."
LINK

Read more » PhD Opportunities: Ph.D. Research Assistantships in Climate and Agricultural Modeling
(Rutgers University)
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Phys.org: The testimony of trees: How volcanic eruptions shaped 2000
years of world history

"Researchers have shown that over the past two thousand years, volcanoes have played a larger role in
natural temperature variability than previously thought, and their climatic effects may have contributed to
past societal and economic change."
LINK

Read more » Phys.org: The testimony of trees: How volcanic eruptions shaped 2000 years of world history
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Medium: US government signals interest in investing in carbon removal

"The Clean Economy Jobs and Innovation Act includes crucial funding for CDR."
LINK

Read more » Medium: US government signals interest in investing in carbon removal
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Africa Is A Country: An African case for carbon removal

"Africa should demand a politics where carbon removal targets and techniques are set by community
decisions rather than by market forces."

LINK

Read more » Africa Is A Country: An African case for carbon removal
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Job: Communications and Extension Officer (Soil Carbon Co.)

Deadline: 28. October 2020
"In this role you will take creative approaches to communicate our science, technologies and impact across
agricultural systems to both growers and a general audience."
LINK

Read more » Job: Communications and Extension Officer (Soil Carbon Co.)
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Call for Participation: Research on NETs survey

Deadline: 01. November 2020
"I am interested in your opinions on the role of negative emissions in climate policy, connected
uncertainties, and possible implementation options. I seek views from a variety of people working on
or engaging in policy discussions on negative emission technologies."
LINK

Read more » Call for Participation: Research on NETs survey
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Business Green: Oxford Offsetting Principles: Academics launch new
guidelines for carbon offsetting

"New standard aims to help protect companies from accusations of greenwash by ensuring they prioritise
the highest-quality, most effective carbon offsets available."
LINK

Read more » Business Green: Oxford Offsetting Principles: Academics launch new guidelines for carbon
offsetting
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Newsletter of Week 40 of 2020

The newsletter of calendar week 40 of 2020 is now available here.

Read more » Newsletter of Week 40 of 2020
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Bloomberg: Risky Climate: China’s Carbon Neutrality Goal is Good
Policy and Good Politics

"The second-biggest economy’s new 2060 target could be a game changer if concrete policies follow."
LINK

Read more » Bloomberg: Risky Climate: China’s Carbon Neutrality Goal is Good Policy and Good Politics
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Berliner Zeitung: Seven measures for climate protection (German)

German article including a critical statement about NETs.
LINK

Read more » Berliner Zeitung: Seven measures for climate protection (German)
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